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DEICING SALTS AND TREES
Question: I have three oaks on my front lawn
and one (I believe it's a red oak) has a leaf
problem. I've looked at several pictures of oak
blister but it doesn't quite fit that description.
The leaves start to form green bubbles. They're
firm to the touch and look like perfectly round
bubbles on both the top side and bottom side of
the leaf. They don't change color and seem to
have no adverse affect on the tree. I tore one
open, half-expecting to find a bug, but they are
hollow, except for a tiny green ball, smaller than
the inside of the bubble. This ball (about 1–3
mm depending on the size of the bubble)
appears to be made of the leaf. The bubbles
themselves ranges from .5 cm to 3 cm in size.
This started 3 years ago on a different oak tree
planted 3 feet from the house. That tree was
about 6 feet tall when we moved in and we
removed it but it had rounded leaf tips unlike the
currently diseased one. The bubbles didn't begin
on this red oak until the next year. Currently, I pull
any leaves I see with them, in the hopes to
reduce spread. It seems to be working somewhat
but I was hoping to find out what this is and how
to correct it permanently – especially since I can't
always reach the affected leaves. Any insight
you could provide is appreciated.
Julia Harvey
Answer: From your description, the gall is
probably the result of insect feeding. There are
literally hundreds of species of small midges and
wasps (non-stinging) that are capable of causing
leaf and twig galls on oaks. There are actually
entomology books devoted to this subject. Most
of these gall insects have little impact on plant
health and active control procedures are seldom
warranted.
The galls on your oak leaf were caused by a
minute wasp. There are numerous gall wasps
that affect oak leaves and twigs. These insects lay
their eggs in leaf tissue or shoots when the tissue
is young.
The immature stages feed on the cells
causing a proliferation of the tissue into galls.
The galls that you see are actually comprised of
modified plant tissue.
These insects are oddities and do not
adversely affect the health of the plant. Gall
insects are also very difficult to control because
timing of any treatments must be very specific.
Because these pests do not impact plant health,
we seldom recommend treatment.
Dr. Bruce R. Fraedrich

Much of the northern half of the United States and
Canada, has been exceptionally snowy this past winter. Many cities have seen record snowfall with
increased use of deicing salts. Deicing salts can desiccate roots of certain sensitive plant species when
salt laden run-off washes into the root zone. Airborne salt spray can discolor and defoliate evergreens and lead to bud and twig mortality on saltsensitive deciduous plants. If rock salt was applied,
sodium can build up in the soil and impact soil
structure and lead to nutrient imbalances.
Some plants that are very sensitive to salt include
white pine, sugar, red and Japanese maple, linden,
pin oak and dogwood, azalea and rhododendron.
Symptoms of salt damage are evident as browning foliage especially at the tip of needles or margins
of leaves, delayed bud-break, stunting of leaves and
new shoots and bud and twig dieback. Turf near
pavement is frequently killed where high levels of
salt are used. Salts can be detected in soils through

Dessication from salt

soil analysis in the early spring. In addition to analyzing for soluble salts, sodium levels should also
be evaluated. Heavy irrigation as soon as the soil
thaws can help leach salts from the root zone and
reduce the potential for root mortality. Where high
levels of sodium are detected, applications of gypsum (calcium sulfate) are recommended to neutralize the deleterious effects of that element. If you are
considering planting in areas that receive salt spray
or run-off, consider using a salt tolerant species. I

Pruning Young Trees
Establishing a young tree for a healthy life later on should include a pruning schedule to develop good structure. A pruning program will provide
the tree with a strong framework for future growth and prevent problems
that might require cabling and bracing later on or contribute to premature decline or failure.
One goal is to prune so that a strong central leader develops in
species where a single stem is desired. This is accomplished by systematically removing or subordinating co-dominant or multiple leaders until
a good growth shape is acquired. Selecting lateral branches that are
strongly attached to the stem and maintaining the proper size of the lateral branches is another important
objective. Any dead, diseased, broken or rubbing limbs or water sprouts should also be removed as it
becomes necessary. Our goal is to always provide a desirable crown shape that is typical of the species.
Structural pruning of young trees usually begins when the tree resumes normal growth after transplanting. At that time, the root collar should be inspected and any girdling roots removed. Any guy wires that
remain on the tree should be removed.
Pruning cuts are made in a specific way, and no cut is made without a reason. Therefore, you should ask
your Arborist Representative to make an assessment of your young tree and develop a program of care, for
overall maintenance and for pruning. I

SPRING TO-DO LIST
q Cut back herbaceous plants: Any remaining
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B A RT L E T T G R E E N I N I T I AT I V E S :
REDUCING OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT 2008 AND BEYOND

At Bartlett, we’re as concerned as you are about
protecting the earth. So, we’re excited to tell you
about the measures we’ve taken in an effort to limit
negative impact on the environment. We are
committed to using environmentally sustainable
products and equipment and as a result have
begun utilizing alternate fuel sources and hybrid
cars in many of our operating areas.
Our printed materials will use soybased inks and recycled papers. In fact,
we’re now offering an electronic version of
Tree Tips and will use electronic publication whenever possible. We encourage all
of our clients to take advantage of this
Enroll Now to Receive
valuable option.
Tree Tips Electronically!
It’s never been publicized, nor have
We’ve been publishing Tree Tips since the 1930s
we ever stated in our written material, that
and mailing it three times per year to our clients.
Since then, our company has grown and we’re now
virtually all of our research and developserving clients from nearly 100 offices in the U.S.,
ment since the 60s has been focused on
Canada, Great Britain and Ireland. That’s a lot of
finding environmentally sound products.
customers AND a lot of mail!
Our training sessions for Arborist
The Internet has made the world we live in a
Representatives bear this out. At each
much smaller and more efficient place so we would
session, our scientists review the status of the prodlike to take advantage of this great tool and offer
ucts that we use and discuss the progress of
Tree Tips to you electronically. If you’re interested in
research and testing of new ones. In addition, new,
going “paperless” and receiving your future issues
and less invasive treatment methods are continof Tree Tips via the web, use the link below to enroll.
ually being evaluated and tested at the Bartlett
www.bartlett.com/newsletter
Research Laboratories in Charlotte, NC.
When prompted enter your Customer Number.
It’s our goal to provide our clients with the
You’ll find it in a highlighted area on the Reply Card
enclosed with this newsletter. Then just give us your
natural-based alternative treatments they request,
e-mail address and a few clicks later you’ll be findwhile maintaining the effectiveness of our tree and
ing Tree Tips in your inbox instead of your mailbox!
shrub care. Be assured that the products we recomIf you try it and decide you prefer the printed
mend are tested thoroughly before they are ever
copy, you can always return to mail service. I
used on your trees and shrubs.
IF YOU WISH, YOU MAY CALL YOUR LOCAL BARTLETT REPRESENTATIVE DIRECTLY:
Two years ago, we added bio-friendly
Telephone
materials and methods to our MoniTor®
1-877 BARTLETT
Integrated Pest Management program,
Please detach here before mailing
giving clients a choice of treatments. We
YES I would like to consult with a Bartlett Arborist Representative
O ur procedures in the
about a plant health care program for my trees and shrubs.
called our alternative program Monitor-Rx®.
I am interested in these services:
field are guided by
information developed
This program uses biological
or provided by the
scientists of the
predators,
horticultural soaps and oils
Property Location:
BARTLETT TREE
Call Me:
RESEARCH
and has proven very successful on most
LABORATORIES
Charlotte, NC
properties as a natural-based choice.
Now, in addition to our BOOST®
1234567
fertilizer we have developed a new
winter interest perennials can be cut back now.
w Remove dead plant material /dead leaves/
dead branches.
e Edge planting beds in preparation for new
mulch.
r Apply new mulch: A 3 inch layer away from
woody plants’ root collars.
t Scout for early spring insects.
y Prune: Plant material that blooms on new
wood can be pruned now.
u Plant: Spring is a good time to plant trees and
shrubs. If you live in an area experiencing a
drought delay planting until the fall.
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formula that is low in nitrogen and salt and
contains no phosphorus. This formula can be
injected directly into the root zone and uses organic sources for nutrients. The new product meets all
requirements for the effective treatment of woody
plants. It’s so new, in fact, that we haven’t even
named it yet!

New hybrid car for Bartlett representatives
Recently we began road-testing bio-diesel fuels
for our trucks and chippers. Tested in Western
Canada and the West Coast of the U.S., bio-diesel
use is targeted for companywide adaptation. It’s a
basic conclusion that any reduction in the use of
fossil fuels is a win/win situation.
After three years of testing, we have targeted for
at least 25% of our company car fleet to be hybrids
by the end of 2008. This initiative will help reduce
emissions as well as the dependency on gasoline.
We’re also using vegetable-based bar oil and
synthetic 2-cycle oil for our chainsaws.
This alternative has been tested at some of our
offices for a year and has now become standard
practice in all Bartlett locations.
There is still much work to be done, but be
assured that we will continue to do our part in helping create a healthier environment and a cleaner
earth. Please ask your Arborist Representative
about our green initiatives and be sure to use only
tested and efficient materials on your property. I
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DOGWOOD ANTHRACNOSE

Most varieties of native flowering dogwood are susceptible to Anthracnose.
The fungus Discula destructiva causes this potentially fatal disease.
The first symptoms of Discula destructiva appear on the leaves and flower
bracts. If the disease is allowed to
progress the infection will seriously
weaken the tree and leave it vulnerable to
secondary diseases including canker and
root rot that will ultimately kill the tree.
The leaf spots are tan to brown with
purple rings. Leaf tissue is killed along
the veins and spreads to kill the entire
leaf. Leaves infected in summer will persist after normal leaf drop.
Infection spreads from the leaves to twigs and branches with cankers,
resulting in twig dieback. Water sprouts that appear when a tree is in distress
are more susceptible to the fungus, thus dieback occurs more rapidly.
Gradually, the cankers girdle (surround) and kill the branch.
Vigorous dogwoods are able to withstand the disease better than an
already weakened tree. Some species of dogwood are more resistant than
others. We’ve found that Korean Dogwood (Cornus kousa) is a variety that is
resistant to the fungus. Planting dogwoods in areas where they receive morning sun and have good air circulation can reduce the incidence of the disease.
Prevention includes standard practices to maintain the health of trees:
mulch, water, fertilization and pruning. Avoid sprinklers for watering if they
wet the leaves. Instead, use a soaker hose, drip or microsprinkler system.
Fertilizers with high levels of nitrogen improve tree vitality and reduce disease.
Pruning the water sprout branches will help reduce cankers on major
stems and branches. Overstory trees should be pruned and thinned to
improve drying conditions. Fungicide treatments have proven effective to suppress new infections but will not stop existing disease. Treatment applications of 3-4 times at 14 day intervals are recommended and
additional treatments may be required at monthly intervals
if summer weather is wet.
Please contact your Bartlett Arborist Representative for
diagnosis and treatment of Anthracnose and
for our maintenance programs that keep
trees and shrubs healthy. I

DOGWOOD ANTHRACNOSE RESISTANCE
Variety

Resistance to
Anthracnose

Resistance to
Powdery Mildew

Steeple
Stardust
Stellar Pink
Milky Way
Milky Way Select
Celestial
Gay Head
Constellation
Julian
Temple Jewel
Ruth Ellen
China Girl
Big Apple
Greensleeves
Cloud Nine
Autumn Rose

Resistant
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
None
Susceptible

Moderate
Susceptible
Susceptible
Susceptible
Susceptible
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Susceptible
Susceptible
Susceptible
Resistant

Frequently Asked Questions about

FERTILIZATION AND SOIL ANALYSIS
Here are some questions that clients have asked us about fertilization and
soil analysis. As our scientists at the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories
develop new formulas and techniques for fertilization and soil analysis, our
recommendations may change as we learn more and put these programs into
use on your landscape. These may be questions you’ve wanted to ask too.

Q: I have had Bartlett fertilizing my trees and shrubs for years with
BOOST®, now I am told that additional products are required. Why has my
fertilizer program changed?

A: With advancing soil analysis technology and our increased ability to
deliver a better service, we now have the ability to identify and correct deficiencies of nutrients besides just nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. This
should increase plant health enabling trees and shrubs to live longer and be
more attractive on the landscape.
Q: My trees look green, but your
soil analysis says there’s a nutrient
deficiency. Do I really need to fertilize? Will soil analysis actually
reveal what’s missing in my soil?

A: Nutrient deficiencies are not
always apparent from visual observation. Many urban and suburban
trees loose large amounts of nutrients when fallen leaves are removed
in autumn. These mild deficiencies
may be detrimental to plant health
even when leaves appear to be
green. When trees are grown with
adequate amounts of all elements
essential for plant growth, they live
longer and are healthier.

Q: Is it necessary to fertilize every
year? If my trees look healthy why
not skip a year?

A: Regular maintenance is key to a healthy landscape.
Q: Will your new formula for organic fertilizer accomplish the same goals
as BOOST?

A: Yes. It has been proven effective on woody plants and shrubs.
Q: I live in the desert (or) south where I have sandy (or) clay soil. Are there
different formulas for fertilizer and if I have soil analysis done, will you be
able to use the findings to adjust the unique properties of the soil in my
area?

A: Yes, we’ve adapted the formula of BOOST to accommodate different soil
situations. Our soil analysis reports indicate what is available in the soil and
what is missing.
Fertilization is fundamental for plant health care programs and soil analysis enables your Arborist Representative to pinpoint with great accuracy what
the soil on your property requires. I

ROOT
COLLAR
DISORDERS

Other physiological problems may occur when
the root collar is buried. Water penetrates the outer
bark, possibly reducing its oxygen level and interfering with food movement to the roots. Another probA root collar is the transition area between a tree
lem occurs as the trunk diameter increases. The
trunk and its roots. This is the area on the trunk from
growing stem may be able to move the surrounding
which roots develop. While roots are specialized
soil a short distance, but eventually the trunk can no
to tolerate high levels of soil moisture, the
longer push the soil away. Both
above-ground root collar is not.
situations may lead to root
So when soil or excess mulch is
dieback and reduced water
piled against the lower trunk and
uptake.
root collar areas, there may be
Root collar burial can be due
tree health and safety problems.
to construction, overmulching or
There are several reasons for
transplanting. Root collars can
tree health problems when soil covbe buried during landscaping
ers the root collar. Water causes
projects when fill soil is added
most of these problems. Trunk Excavated root collar
around the tree. Installing raised bed planting areas
bark dries, but when soil is up against the bark, it
around tree trunks is one common source of soil.
remains damp. This predisposes the bark to infecNewly transplanted trees can settle after planting, or
tions by a wide array of root attacking fungi, particuthe basin created over the root ball may then fill with
larly Phytophthora, Leptographium and Armillaria.
soil. Sometimes, trees from the nursery have excess
Excess soil or mulch also provides cover for cersoil around the root collar. Mulching around trees and
tain insects that may attack the root collar area. The
shrubs is one of the most beneficial treatments, but
pine root collar weevil (Hylobius radicis) is a good
if excessive mulch is used, it can result in root collar
example. This insect attacks pine trees with excess
problems. Mulch layers should not exceed 4 inches
soil or mulch over the root collar which in turn pro(10 cm) in thickness and mulch should never be
tects the weevil from predators.
placed against the trunk.

P E S T WA T C H

SCALE INSECTS

Scale insects are an unusual group that look and behave very differently than
most tree pests. Scale adults are small, immobile insects that live beneath a
hard or soft waxy shell secreted by the pest. They have no visible legs, wings
or antennae. Scales insert a straw-like stylet into plant cells and feed on its
sap. Heavy scale infestations will stunt growth, reduce vitality and lead to
branch dieback and decline. There are hundreds of species of scales.
Many scale insects blend into bark or foliage and go undetected until
symptoms of decline are visible. Careful inspection of scale-prone plant
species helps detect infestations early.
Scale insects can be very difficult to manage. Light infestations are treated during the winter with horticultural oil which reduces population growth.
Where infestations have approached damaging levels, insecticides must be
applied during the crawler (immature) stage because a waxy covering makes
insecticide treatments ineffective once the pest matures.
Today, we rely on an insect
growth regulator which mimics a
juvenile hormone naturally produced by scale insects. When
applied, the crawler never reaches
adulthood or reproduces. This
growth regulator is specific to this
group of insects and has little or no
impact on beneficial insects,
humans, pets or wildlife. I
Close up of gloomy scale

You might see evidence of root collar disorder
in yellowing foliage, early leaf coloration and drop
or dieback in the upper crown of the tree. There
may also be evidence of canker fungi, insect borers or winter injury.
To determine if root collar disorder is a problem,
look at the root flare at the base of the tree. If the
root flare is apparent, then the problem likely lies
elsewhere. If it is covered, then the soil should be
excavated to locate the buttress roots.
If symptoms are detected early, remedial
steps can be taken for treatment. An Arborist can
perform a root collar excavation to expose the root
collar. This is sensitive work because moist bark is
easily damaged. Bartlett Arborists often use a
“supersonic air tool” as part of our Rx® service to
excavate soil. This tool moves the soil without
damaging the tree roots.
If girdling roots, insects or disease are
discovered while doing a root collar excavation,
these problems should be treated.
Your Bartlett Arborist Representative can
assess the health of your trees and shrubs and
make recommendations on the treatments that
are available. If you suspect root collar or other
problems with your tree, please call your Arborist
Representative. I

TREE FOCUS:

CERCIS CANADENSIS

F O R E S T PA N S Y
(FOREST PANSY REDBUD)

209882 LLG:209882_LLG

Cercis canadensis ‘Forest Pansy’ is a small tree that really packs a lot of
punch. Rose purple flowers emerge in late spring covering the plant in a soft
purple mist. New leaves emerge a brilliant deep burgundy purple. This explosive leaf color is the Forest Pansy’s main attribute. Color persists through the
season but fades to a dark purplish green by the heat of mid summer. Fall
color is inconsistent but can be a clear yellow. The winter form is nice with
clean branches, bark, and slightly zig zagged twigs. The growth rate is medium with mature trees reaching 15 to 20 feet. A broad hardiness range from
zones 4 to 9 make this tree widely available. The Forest Pansy Redbud is a
handsome tree used as a specimen or if planted in a mass to add a splash of
color to landscapes or gardens through all seasons. I
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color is inconsistent but can be a clear yellow. The winter form is nice with
clean branches, bark, and slightly zig zagged twigs. The growth rate is medium with mature trees reaching 15 to 20 feet. A broad hardiness range from
zones 4 to 9 make this tree widely available. The Forest Pansy Redbud is a
handsome tree used as a specimen or if planted in a mass to add a splash of
color to landscapes or gardens through all seasons. I
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DEICING SALTS AND TREES
Question: I have three oaks on my front lawn
and one (I believe it's a red oak) has a leaf
problem. I've looked at several pictures of oak
blister but it doesn't quite fit that description.
The leaves start to form green bubbles. They're
firm to the touch and look like perfectly round
bubbles on both the top side and bottom side of
the leaf. They don't change color and seem to
have no adverse affect on the tree. I tore one
open, half-expecting to find a bug, but they are
hollow, except for a tiny green ball, smaller than
the inside of the bubble. This ball (about 1–3
mm depending on the size of the bubble)
appears to be made of the leaf. The bubbles
themselves ranges from .5 cm to 3 cm in size.
This started 3 years ago on a different oak tree
planted 3 feet from the house. That tree was
about 6 feet tall when we moved in and we
removed it but it had rounded leaf tips unlike the
currently diseased one. The bubbles didn't begin
on this red oak until the next year. Currently, I pull
any leaves I see with them, in the hopes to
reduce spread. It seems to be working somewhat
but I was hoping to find out what this is and how
to correct it permanently – especially since I can't
always reach the affected leaves. Any insight
you could provide is appreciated.
Julia Harvey
Answer: From your description, the gall is
probably the result of insect feeding. There are
literally hundreds of species of small midges and
wasps (non-stinging) that are capable of causing
leaf and twig galls on oaks. There are actually
entomology books devoted to this subject. Most
of these gall insects have little impact on plant
health and active control procedures are seldom
warranted.
The galls on your oak leaf were caused by a
minute wasp. There are numerous gall wasps
that affect oak leaves and twigs. These insects lay
their eggs in leaf tissue or shoots when the tissue
is young.
The immature stages feed on the cells
causing a proliferation of the tissue into galls.
The galls that you see are actually comprised of
modified plant tissue.
These insects are oddities and do not
adversely affect the health of the plant. Gall
insects are also very difficult to control because
timing of any treatments must be very specific.
Because these pests do not impact plant health,
we seldom recommend treatment.
Dr. Bruce R. Fraedrich

Much of the northern half of the United States and
Canada, has been exceptionally snowy this past winter. Many cities have seen record snowfall with
increased use of deicing salts. Deicing salts can desiccate roots of certain sensitive plant species when
salt laden run-off washes into the root zone. Airborne salt spray can discolor and defoliate evergreens and lead to bud and twig mortality on saltsensitive deciduous plants. If rock salt was applied,
sodium can build up in the soil and impact soil
structure and lead to nutrient imbalances.
Some plants that are very sensitive to salt include
white pine, sugar, red and Japanese maple, linden,
pin oak and dogwood, azalea and rhododendron.
Symptoms of salt damage are evident as browning foliage especially at the tip of needles or margins
of leaves, delayed bud-break, stunting of leaves and
new shoots and bud and twig dieback. Turf near
pavement is frequently killed where high levels of
salt are used. Salts can be detected in soils through

Dessication from salt

soil analysis in the early spring. In addition to analyzing for soluble salts, sodium levels should also
be evaluated. Heavy irrigation as soon as the soil
thaws can help leach salts from the root zone and
reduce the potential for root mortality. Where high
levels of sodium are detected, applications of gypsum (calcium sulfate) are recommended to neutralize the deleterious effects of that element. If you are
considering planting in areas that receive salt spray
or run-off, consider using a salt tolerant species. I

Pruning Young Trees
Establishing a young tree for a healthy life later on should include a pruning schedule to develop good structure. A pruning program will provide
the tree with a strong framework for future growth and prevent problems
that might require cabling and bracing later on or contribute to premature decline or failure.
One goal is to prune so that a strong central leader develops in
species where a single stem is desired. This is accomplished by systematically removing or subordinating co-dominant or multiple leaders until
a good growth shape is acquired. Selecting lateral branches that are
strongly attached to the stem and maintaining the proper size of the lateral branches is another important
objective. Any dead, diseased, broken or rubbing limbs or water sprouts should also be removed as it
becomes necessary. Our goal is to always provide a desirable crown shape that is typical of the species.
Structural pruning of young trees usually begins when the tree resumes normal growth after transplanting. At that time, the root collar should be inspected and any girdling roots removed. Any guy wires that
remain on the tree should be removed.
Pruning cuts are made in a specific way, and no cut is made without a reason. Therefore, you should ask
your Arborist Representative to make an assessment of your young tree and develop a program of care, for
overall maintenance and for pruning. I

SPRING TO-DO LIST
q Cut back herbaceous plants: Any remaining
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B A RT L E T T G R E E N I N I T I AT I V E S :
REDUCING OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT 2008 AND BEYOND

At Bartlett, we’re as concerned as you are about
protecting the earth. So, we’re excited to tell you
about the measures we’ve taken in an effort to limit
negative impact on the environment. We are
committed to using environmentally sustainable
products and equipment and as a result have
begun utilizing alternate fuel sources and hybrid
cars in many of our operating areas.
Our printed materials will use soybased inks and recycled papers. In fact,
we’re now offering an electronic version of
Tree Tips and will use electronic publication whenever possible. We encourage all
of our clients to take advantage of this
Enroll Now to Receive
valuable option.
Tree Tips Electronically!
It’s never been publicized, nor have
We’ve been publishing Tree Tips since the 1930s
we ever stated in our written material, that
and mailing it three times per year to our clients.
Since then, our company has grown and we’re now
virtually all of our research and developserving clients from nearly 100 offices in the U.S.,
ment since the 60s has been focused on
Canada, Great Britain and Ireland. That’s a lot of
finding environmentally sound products.
customers AND a lot of mail!
Our training sessions for Arborist
The Internet has made the world we live in a
Representatives bear this out. At each
much smaller and more efficient place so we would
session, our scientists review the status of the prodlike to take advantage of this great tool and offer
ucts that we use and discuss the progress of
Tree Tips to you electronically. If you’re interested in
research and testing of new ones. In addition, new,
going “paperless” and receiving your future issues
and less invasive treatment methods are continof Tree Tips via the web, use the link below to enroll.
ually being evaluated and tested at the Bartlett
www.bartlett.com/newsletter
Research Laboratories in Charlotte, NC.
When prompted enter your Customer Number.
It’s our goal to provide our clients with the
You’ll find it in a highlighted area on the Reply Card
enclosed with this newsletter. Then just give us your
natural-based alternative treatments they request,
e-mail address and a few clicks later you’ll be findwhile maintaining the effectiveness of our tree and
ing Tree Tips in your inbox instead of your mailbox!
shrub care. Be assured that the products we recomIf you try it and decide you prefer the printed
mend are tested thoroughly before they are ever
copy, you can always return to mail service. I
used on your trees and shrubs.
IF YOU WISH, YOU MAY CALL YOUR LOCAL BARTLETT REPRESENTATIVE DIRECTLY:
Two years ago, we added bio-friendly
Telephone
materials and methods to our MoniTor®
1-877 BARTLETT
Integrated Pest Management program,
Please detach here before mailing
giving clients a choice of treatments. We
YES I would like to consult with a Bartlett Arborist Representative
O ur procedures in the
about a plant health care program for my trees and shrubs.
called our alternative program Monitor-Rx®.
I am interested in these services:
field are guided by
information developed
This program uses biological
or provided by the
scientists of the
predators,
horticultural soaps and oils
Property Location:
BARTLETT TREE
Call Me:
RESEARCH
and has proven very successful on most
LABORATORIES
Charlotte, NC
properties as a natural-based choice.
Now, in addition to our BOOST®
1234567
fertilizer we have developed a new
winter interest perennials can be cut back now.
w Remove dead plant material /dead leaves/
dead branches.
e Edge planting beds in preparation for new
mulch.
r Apply new mulch: A 3 inch layer away from
woody plants’ root collars.
t Scout for early spring insects.
y Prune: Plant material that blooms on new
wood can be pruned now.
u Plant: Spring is a good time to plant trees and
shrubs. If you live in an area experiencing a
drought delay planting until the fall.
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formula that is low in nitrogen and salt and
contains no phosphorus. This formula can be
injected directly into the root zone and uses organic sources for nutrients. The new product meets all
requirements for the effective treatment of woody
plants. It’s so new, in fact, that we haven’t even
named it yet!

New hybrid car for Bartlett representatives
Recently we began road-testing bio-diesel fuels
for our trucks and chippers. Tested in Western
Canada and the West Coast of the U.S., bio-diesel
use is targeted for companywide adaptation. It’s a
basic conclusion that any reduction in the use of
fossil fuels is a win/win situation.
After three years of testing, we have targeted for
at least 25% of our company car fleet to be hybrids
by the end of 2008. This initiative will help reduce
emissions as well as the dependency on gasoline.
We’re also using vegetable-based bar oil and
synthetic 2-cycle oil for our chainsaws.
This alternative has been tested at some of our
offices for a year and has now become standard
practice in all Bartlett locations.
There is still much work to be done, but be
assured that we will continue to do our part in helping create a healthier environment and a cleaner
earth. Please ask your Arborist Representative
about our green initiatives and be sure to use only
tested and efficient materials on your property. I

